Our Customers are our best Advertisement
From Professionals, Corporations, Academics, Scientists, Students, Institutions,
Writers, and thousands of Individuals who are using InfoRecall

Here is what they say
"We do technical support on products for the telecom industry. InfoRecall brings together
the 1000’s of types of documentation for products. Files contain product information and
hyperlinks to the documentation product families. I’ve been using InfoRecall for a long
time. I have 42 files with 2272 documents with hyperlinks to over 7GB data. Changes are
uploaded to a server overnight then downloaded from the server to the other user’s pc’s to
keep their information current. We are very dependent upon InfoRecall. I like to say that it
makes our technical support the best in the industry" - Rodney Hurda, GE Technical
Support Engineer
"I first discovered InfoRecall on the internet, then bought it after trying it out. It powered
me through my doctoral dissertation and now is my main database for personal stuff, and
as a multi-folder index of all my (psychology) patients. I could not live without it! I hope
you have made a lot of money on it!” - Dr. Steve Messier PHD, Brooklyn, NY
"I just LOVE your hyperlinks and use them frequently to point to different documents, to
different places in the same document, or to give one "pop-up" text.” - Peter G. Roode,
Gainesville, FL
"Just to let you know, this latest version of InfoRecall is wonderful. I had an older version
and thought is was great but this version blows it away." - Douglas Allam Orion, MI
What do I use InfoRecall for?
Better ask, what I don't use InfoRecall for <g>. I've built my own knowledge base, training
base, private and company mail, to-do-list, all those paper sheet-info’s in a file. It's working
great. Especially with the search index it's really quick". - Ralph Bednarski, Germany
"Thank You for program InfoRecall. This program is super". - Jochen Weiß, Germany
"I am a technical sales person for my company and I will use it for a couple of different
tasks. First to manage my account base and track issues/opportunities and second to begin
a personal knowledge base for myself." - Kumar, Rajeev, Newark CA
"InfoRecall is one of my all-time favorite programs and I could hardly function without it
now.” - Kerry Jorgensen, Schleswig IA

“Congratulations on an excellent product. I've had a chance to review Version 7.0 and it
blows away anything in its class (the one app that comes close is HyperNotes (Amber
Timbre Software) but it is buggy, doesn't have half the Tools as your product and it is not
being supported anymore by its developer). The registration price for Ver. 7.0 seemed a
little steep at first but after reviewing all the features I had to admit that it is the best
Freeform PIM/Database available at any price.” - Moses Gomez, Austin Texas
"I have been setting up a Knowledge Base, a repository of information to store and retrieve
bits of information, publications, internet searches, snippets from newsletter articles, brief
text messages." - John P. Kapeleris, Australia
"InfoRecall makes me smarter, and better at remembering things. And by giving us an
effective way of sharing knowledge it makes my department smarter. For example, someone
stopped by the other day to ask me if I'd heard of a special project we were doing with a
large Internet company. I hadn't but a quick search of InfoRecall pointed me to two
documents that captured work my colleague had done including a link to a .pdf of the ad
they were looking to run. I looked like a genius!"
- Brian Schmitt, U.S. News & World Report
“I have been using InfoRecall for quite a while now. It is very handy for keeping track of
random information in an easy to find retrievable format. Your program fills a nice niche.”
- Bill Hathaway, Minneapolis, MN
“We are a small recruitment company and we use the InfoRecall to store all CV's we
receive, we can then search the database for candidates when we are asked to find someone
with a particular skill set. So far, the system has worked as we wanted it to.”
- Dianne Whalen, United Kingdom
“I use the InfoRecall for registration of a variety of data, such as: Energy reports, Staff
data, Building parts, Cleaning products Network data, Data for my Labor Union work
and much more.” - Michael Jensen, Denmark
I have ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder) and I have a big difficulty sorting
out data. I collect a lot of information. If I don't have somewhere to place it, it ends up on
post-it notes, and then in piles of paper. This sort of tool helps me translate those piles of
random data into something online -- which, at least, I can search through :) me
translate those.” - Forrest Aldridge, Derry NH

“I really like InfoRecall a lot; that is why I quickly ordered the upgrade without
hesitation. The main use I have for it is indexing both my personal files at home and my
office files at work. With it I am able to locate paperwork and historical files, instantly.”
- Larry Hubartt, Winona Lake IN
“I appreciate the free-form entry, the word-processing capabilities, and the unlimited
document size because I use it for Minutes of meetings, personal writings, and, since I am
a minister, I use it for worship materials, prayers, worship services, etc. My work is with
words, not numbers, so InfoRecall is perfect.” - David Sherwin, Ottawa ON
“I am using InfoRecall for memos of what I read, think, do and store for later use.
Someday I will write personal essays using the data stored and this management of data
is its key instrument.” - Joonsoo Kang, Export-Import Bank of Korea
“I have quite a lot of files for my hobby (Flight Simulations). There are a lot of
subdivisions such as Texture, Panels, Model, Gauges, Ect. Along with the Airplanes
themselves. I had a previous version long ago and my hard drive went out west and I lost
it and couldn't remember where I had found it. Seeing it again really made me happy.
You have a great product. Keep up the good work.” - Leo C. Foster, Stockton CA
“I am currently employed as a research assistant/information executive and online
researcher for TBWA Hunt Lascaris, an affiliate of TBWA Worldwide. I'm using
InfoRecall to track all the information we accumulate as Market Researchers and also to
archive our current small but growing library.” - Helga Lynn Cronje, South Africa
“I use InfoRecall for genealogical research, the history of the genealogy, press-cutting
and pictures.” - Ruud de Ridder, The Netherlands
“Your system is just wonderful for putting together writings on my astrological charts
because I save what I have written about each planetary placement and when it applies
to another chart I can pull it up and don't have to repeat it or go through the hassle of
switching files to find it. Always at my fingertips! It enables me to write very large
reports in a very short period of time that appear to have taken hours! It's wonderful for
the insurance work too as I have every carrier and agent information quickly, and it
keeps track of order on every client I've seen for billing.” - Lynn Neese, Bremerton WA

“As for my usage: everything I need at a moment’s notice. All personal info on family,
friends, to do lists not to be believed. All sorts of computer info re problems, things to do
on net, tracking hobbies, planning home projects, tracking all medical problems, etc., for
my family, parents, etc. Keeping a person journal. I have access to it at all times - even
for quick notes. And now, with my new computer, it's moving quickly again.” - Betty G.
Bender, Melrose, MA
“My chief present use of the database is to copy on-line abstracts from the research
literature into the data base, then add to those pages my notes from reading the actual
articles, books, etc. Then the search feature works very well for recovering topical
information from my readings. Much better then index cards!” - Jim Speer, Dean,
Austin State University
“I use InfoRecall as a kind of PIM (instead of InfoSelect from MicroLogic).It's easier to
use and more practical for my purposes; i.e.: I have to read a lot and found it convenient
to store and retrieve bits of information in InfoRecall. With InfoRecall I can have a
Hyperlink to those notes; A strong selling point for you!” - Dr. Werner Tabarellin,
General Consul of Austria
“I use it to keep track of information that I use to store information about a number of
topics that I am interested in, in the education, political and scientific realm. I write fairly
often to the newspaper and I am able to document my statements and positions using
InfoRecall to find the information that I know I have read in the past. I love the free form
nature of it. With the WWW now will often cut and paste certain things right into it. Saves
lots of typing.” - James D. Boyd, Ph.D, Galveston IN
“I have been using InfoRecall since the mid 90's. I know of nothing better.Thanks!
I use it in my work as a journalist/writer. To collect information, sort it and finally put it
into the texts. I also find it useful for outlining stories or structures in my work. Its free
form makes it easy to find later what I stove away.” - Goran Tonstrom, Sweden

